Frame Center’s Guide For Wire Hangers

What you need

- Pencil/painters tape
- Ruler/tape measurer
- Level
- Hammer
- Hooks (provided)

Hold your frame up to the wall where you would like it to hang and mark the top center spot with a pencil or painter’s tape.

On the back of your frame, pull the wire up in 2 spots about 4” apart to simulate how it will hang on the hooks, then measure from the wire to the top of the frame.

From the point you already marked on the wall, measure down whatever measurement you got in the last step. Mark 2” from each side of that spot.

Make sure your marks are level on the wall.

Hammer your hooks into the wall. Make sure that the bottom of the hooks are resting on the marks you made.

Slide the wire of your frame over the both hooks. Make sure it is secure before letting go.

Make sure your frame is level on the wall.

Share your new frame online and be sure to tag us!

Check out our Socials for more inspo/help

@framecenter
@FrameCenterHanover
@framecenterhanover
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